We present a formulation of Laplace-transformed atomic orbital-based second-order Møller-Plesset perturbation theory (MP2) energies for two-component Hamiltonians in the Kramers-restricted formalism. This low-order scaling technique can be used to enable correlated relativistic calculations for large molecular systems. We show that the working equations to compute the relativistic MP2 energy differ by merely a change of algebra (quaternion instead of real) from their non-relativistic counterparts.
I. INTRODUCTION
basis, which became available recently.
In the current work, we present for the first time formulae for LT AO-based MP2 correlation energy for relativistic 2C Hamiltonians in a Kramers-restricted (KR) formalism. The additional spin orbit (SO)-induced complexity of the formulae is discussed by comparing with non-relativistic (NR) LT AO-MP2 and conventional KR spinor-based approaches. Furthermore, we present an adaptation of the Schwarz-type estimates, which are employed to screen shell quadruple contributions to the MP2 correlation energy, to the 2C formalism.
Those Schwarz-type estimates 6 pave the way to develop a linearly scaling 2C LT AO-MP2 implementation once they are combined with the proper distance-dependence terms. 12 With a proof-of-principle implementation we analyze the effect of the nuclear charge and the separation of electronic charge distributions on the correlation energy contributions.
II. THEORY A. MP2 energy for 1C, 2C, and 4C Hamiltonians
The MP2 correlation energy is given by
= − 1 2 IJAB 1 ∆ AIBJ ((BJ|AI) − (AJ|BI)) (IA|JB) (2)
In Eq. (1), (IA||JB) are anti-symmetrized two-electron integrals (IA|JB) that involve active occupied (I, J) and active virtual (A, B) spinors; ∆ AIBJ is the denominator
that comprises real orbital energies ε P with P = I, A, J, and B. Note that Eq. (1) is valid for both NR and relativistic Hamiltonians when spin orbitals and 4C (or 2C) spinors are employed, respectively. This equation furthermore only assumes a single determinant reference wave function and is therefore applicable to both restricted and unrestricted Hartree-Fock wave functions. In practice, one usually deals with closed-shell systems and it is therefore efficient to make use of Kramers symmetry 16 in the Hartree-Fock self-consistent field procedure. Spinor energies are then doubly degenerate and the number of unique variational parameters is reduced by a factor of two as the expansion coefficients for pairs of spinors are related. We will assume such a restricted optimization and label two spinors that form a Kramers pair by the lowercase symbols p andp. These spinors can be expressed in a set of real AO basis functions χ µ as
a form which clearly displays the Kramers relation between the coefficients. This expansion is valid for NR, scalar-relativistic (SR), and SO relativistic spinor optimization and can be defined to encompass both 2C and 4C spinors. In the latter case, the basis set is divided into separate sets of LC and SC expansion functions and coefficients, which describe respectively the upper and lower components of the 4C spinor.
In the X2C approximation, that we focus on in the current work, the Dirac-Coulomb
Hamiltonian is reduced to an effective 2C form and picture change corrections on the twoelectron operator are neglected. With these approximations AO integrals reduce to their familiar NR form
and can be evaluated using standard techniques.
Relativity is manifest only in the MO coefficients, with scalar relativistic effects merely changing their value but not changing the structure of the coefficient matrices. NR and SR approaches have real, block diagonal, coefficient matrices
while SO approaches yield complex matrices for which C β p = 0. It is the latter effect which makes relativistic correlated calculation more expensive than their NR counterparts.
B. LT AO-based MP2 for 1C Hamiltonians
By means of the (numerical) LT, it has been shown initially by Almlöf and Häser 5, 6, 10 that an expansion of the orbital-energy denominator (Eq. (4)) according to
results in a formulation for the Coulomb (J) and exchange contribution (K), 6, 7, 11, 17 
solely in terms of intermediates in the AO basis. In Eqs. (7) -(8) n z denotes a pre-defined number of quadrature points represented by {ω z , t z }. For the NR Hamiltonian and restricted HF reference wave functions, occupied
and virtual pseudo-density matrices
are used to transform the two-electron integrals to write the J and K contributions
in terms of half-transformed integrals (HTI)
In Eqs. (9) - (10), F is the Fock matrix and ε the orbital-energy vector; o and v indicate the set of all active occupied and virtual orbitals, respectively. In Eqs. (13) - (14) and in the following µ, ν, κ, and λ denote scalar AO basis functions. Since the two density matrices P and Q are related through the constant AO overlap matrix S by
the NR MP2 energy in Eq. (8) is a functional of the HF density matrix P. 17 To simplify the formulae, the index z that denotes the quadrature point is omitted in the following when appropriate.
C. LT AO-based MP2 for 2C Hamiltonians
We can repeat this procedure for relativistic spinors in which we use the Kramers' symmetry of the MO coefficients to reduce the number of operations. If spinors are generated in a KR algorithm, the full spinor set is subdivided in two sets of spinors with related coefficients (Eq. (5)). This then leads to the classification of 16 different sub-blocks of two-electron integrals (IA|JB):
for which it is easy to show that the last 8 integral blocks are the complex conjugate of the first 8. Furthermore, the integrals on the second and the fourth line are zero if the system under consideration has (at least) a two-fold element of symmetry (mirror plane or rotation axis). The Coulomb energy
comprises 6 contributions that are real even without exploiting Kramers symmetry because one of the integrals in each of the products in Eq. (18) is the complex conjugate of the one it is multiplied with. In the KR formalism, the exchange energy
+Re (bĩ|aj)(ĩa|jb) + Re (bĩ|aj)(ĩa|jb) (20) comprises 6 real contributions as the integral products in (20) appear in complex conjugate pairs with imaginary parts canceling each other. The spinor-based integral products in Eqs. (18) and (20) can be factorized in terms of two-electron integrals and density matrices as for the NR case. Here, we only show the working equations in their most condensed formulation of 2C AO-based MP2. For a complete derivation we refer to the supporting information.
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Before proceeding, we introduce quaternion algebra 19 for the KR formalism as it is the most compact notation and results in working equations that feature the least number of computational operations. The quaternion spinor coefficients are given by
and from Eq. (21) the quaternion density matrices q P and q Q can be constructed by
where P 0 ,Q 0 and P q 1 ,Q q 1 with q 1 = 1, . . . , 3 are real symmetric and anti-symmetric matrices, respectively.
As for the NR Hamiltonian, 17 the MP2 energy is a functional of the quaternion HF density matrix q P, which facilitates a formulation and implementation without spinors purely in the AO basis. For relativistic 2C Hamiltonians, the Coulomb-
= 2 µνκλ µ ν κ λ
and exchange contributions
are expressed in terms of two-electron integrals and occupied
and virtual quaternion pseudo-density matrices
Apart from using quaternion rather than scalar Fock and density matrices, the working equations to compute the SO 2C MP2 energy (Eqs. (24) - (27)) and the pseudo-density matrices (Eqs. (30) - (31)) are identical to their NR counterparts. The equations for computing the NR and spin-free (SF) MP2 energy are identical because for the latter only the real part of the quaternion pseudo-densities will be non-zero. The quaternion formalism therefore leads to an easy identification of SO contributions to the MP2 energy: these are due to the imaginary parts of the pseudo-densities.
D. Schwarz-type integral estimates
In his seminal work on the LT AO-based MP2 Häser introduced integral estimates that are employed for a Schwarz-type screening of transformed integrals. 6 Due to the similarity of the working equations for NR and 2C MP2, the original Schwarz-type screening can be extended easily to discard contributions of AO quadruple to the Coulomb
and the exchange contribution
to the 2C MP2 correlation energy. The (quaternion pseudo-)Schwarz estimates in Eqs. (32) - (33) are given by:
To keep the screening procedure computationally efficient and also retain the rotational invariance of the MP2 energy, the Coulomb (Eq. (32)) and exchange contributions (Eq. exponential decay is expected. The familiar R −6 decay of E J at large R is due to the orthogonality of the occupied and virtual orbital space which causes the zeroth-order moments of the multipole expansion of 1/R to vanish. 7, 11 This holds for 2C LT AO-based MP2 as well and can be expressed through an analogous orthogonality condition:
Consequently, the efficient distance dependence adaptation of Häser's integral estimates proposed by Ochsenfeld and his co-workers 12 can be easily adapted to the 2C LT AO-based MP2 implementation to achieve linear scaling eventually.
III. COMPUTATIONAL DETAILS
The LT AO-based MP2 energy formulation for relativistic 2C Hamiltonians was implemented in a development version of DIRAC. 33 for a fixed number of quadrature points (n z = 18 for HX, n z = 27 for Ba 2 , and n z = 1 for Hg-porphyrin). The errors in MP2 correlation energies for the diatomic molecules caused by the numerical quadrature were always lower than 10 −8 a.
u. as was verified by comparison with a reference (MO-based) implementation. 34 For Hgporphyrin only the quaternion Schwarz-type estimates were computed, the MP2 correlation energy was not determined.
IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Comparison with spinor-based implementations
Compared to the NR formulation, the LT AO-based formulation of MP2 energies for relativistic 2C Hamiltonians requires 16 times more operations for the computation of HTIs.
Contraction of HTIs to the MP2 energy has essentially the same scaling as NR for the 2C
Coulomb contributions e 
C. Distance dependence of the energy contributions and estimates
Besides the nuclear charge, the inter-electronic distance has a substantial effect on screening and its utilization results eventually in a linearly scaling relativistic MP2 implementation.
8,12
First, this distance behavior is investigated by means of the contributions to the interaction energy of Ba 2 in Fig. 2 . E J shows the typical R −6 decay of the dispersion energy as explained in Sec. II, the 4 contributions to E K decay more rapidly than the Coulomb contribution;
but the expected exponential scaling is hard to observe as the values result from taking differences between small numbers. Amongst the 4 exchange contribution, the one that includes the SF-only HTIs is clearly the largest while the other 3 contribute only little. It is also clear that the decay of the already small SO contributions E K (q = 1, 2 = 3) is at least as fast as the SF E K (0) contribution.
Individual elements of the q X estimates are shown in Fig. 3 for selected points of the Ba 2 potential curve from Fig. 2 . Like in case of the halogen hydrides, the SF part of the q X estimates is largest in magnitude, that is, the largest element in X 0 is always more than a factor of 30 larger than in X q 1 with q 1 = 1, 2 = 3. As the inter-atomic distance increases, the largest elements of the two intra-atomic blocks remains almost constant whereas the largest element of the two inter-atomic blocks decreases and is at R=50 a. u. less than 1.4 × 10 
8,9,12
Like for HTIs in Fig. 1 and for the contributions to the exchange interaction energy in Fig. 2 the SO part of the estimates X q 1 with q 1 = 1, . . . , 3 is much smaller than the SF part, too. This will result in a much more efficient computation of the SO, rather than the SF, energy contributions once screening is exploited. Therefore, in practice, it is expected that the inherent "SO factor" of 4 and 16 for the integral contraction and transformation, respectively, is reduced significantly as there are relatively more SO contributions that fall below threshold at larger distances than SF contributions.
D. Combined effect of the nuclear charge and the inter-electronic distance on screening
To illustrate the joint effects of the nuclear charge from different elements and the interelectronic distances, we calculated the estimates q X, q Y, and some of q,q Z for Hg-porphyrin as depicted in Fig. 4 . Note that as for the linear molecules HX and Ba 2 two of the three imaginary quaternion parts are identical (q = 2 and q = 3) because the x-and y-axis of the molecular coordinate system coincide with the C 2 symmetry elements of the D 2h point group.
Since molecules that are mainly composed of a very few heavy metal elements surrounded by organic ligands are highly relevant for synthetic and bio-organic and inorganic chemistry, Hg-porphyrin is an ideal example to investigate. As expected, the shell pairs of light elements in porphyrin make only significant contributions to the SF part of the estimates (q = 0).
Consequently, the light elements will mainly contribute to SF part of the 2C MP2 energy while Hg dominate the SO part of the 2C MP2 energy. 
V. CONCLUSIONS
We presented a formulation that is ready for combining linear-scaling techniques for wave-function methods with relativistic methods that solve the Dirac equation explicitly. 
